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Limaçon

Scholarship Winners 2021
In 2021, we awarded three scholarships:
Jennifer Elizabeth Chimbo Romero

Jennifer Chimbo Romero is a senior at Westbury High School. Kathleen
Gilmore, the math teacher that Jennifer selected as the teacher who
most influenced her, states in her recommendation that she “believes
Jennifer has demonstrated many positive and essential qualities in my
classroom as well as throughout the school community that warrant
her recognition.” And in her personal essay Jennifer states, “I know that
becoming a math and bilingual teacher as well will bring me joy. I want
to be able to help Spanish speaking students find their passion for
math.”

Allison Isabel Olazabal

Allison Olazabal attends Oceanside High School. In her senior year she
is taking AP Calculus BC. The teacher she feels influenced her most is
Yves Jean-Pierre who wrote that, “I have seen many examples of her
talent and have long been impressed by her diligence and work ethic”.
In her personal essay, she articulates that, “Mathematics is a boundless
numerical story that challenges the minds of every student through its
logical complexities and expansive content; however, students like
myself have been continuously engaged by such a story”.

Michael Anthony Sheehan

As a senior at West Hempstead High School, Michael Sheehan is
studying both AP Calculus AB and AP Statistics. Michael has selected
Cathieann Rowland as the teacher who has most influenced him and
she reports that, “Michael easily falls into the top 5% of students in
terms of mathematical ability and achievement I have taught in my 23
years of teaching”. Michael states in his personal essay that, “For as
long as I remember, I’ve loved mathematics. Not just for the challenge
it always promises, but also for its elegance”.

